A NEW VIEW...

LIGHTWEIGHT OXYGEN & TRADITIONAL AWNINGS

New address from 1st Jan 2014:
Outdoor Revolution
Unit 2, Bretfield court
Bretton street ind est
Dewsbury, WF12 9DB
www.outdoor-revolution.com
The Compactlite Pro Classic 250 with already 10,000 pieces sold of this model then this one of the best selling awnings on the uk market. At 250cm wide by 235cm deep is ideal for smaller caravans and short breaks. The two side doors can be tied back and the 2 front panels can be used veranda style or zipped down and tucked into storage pockets sewn inside the main body, ideal for sunnier days giving you a canopy style effect.

**Specification**
- Material, Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop Polyester, Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel
- Draught Skirt
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
- Net Weight, 19kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Liteweave Carpet, LW250
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220
- Roof Pole, POL224
- Inner tent

**Advanced Features**
- Designed to fit all caravans with an awning rail height from 235cm to 250cm

The Compactlite Pro Classic has the internal Stability Bar System and Endurance Storm Straps for extra stability, zipped blinds for added privacy, and extra wide doors for ease of access for push chairs, wheelchairs and mobility scooters. New features include adjustable front legs for a perfect pitch on uneven ground, a Vortex Ventilation System for increased airflow, to ease condensation and double ripstop Acrylix 150 makes this awning very durable.

**Videos Plus More Info Online**

www.outdoor-revolution.com
The Compactalite Pro Classic 325. The word is Classic, now in its fifth season, the much acclaimed classic model range has all the features which is synonymous with high performance and fantastic value for money.

**Specification**

- Material, Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop Polyester, Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel
- Draught Skirt
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
- Net Weight, 22kg (approx)

Optional Extras

- Liteweave Carpet, LW320
- Rear Pad Poles, POL23
- Roof Pole, POL225
- Inner tent

**Advanced Features**

The Compactalite Pro Vision Windbreak is a luxury coordinating windbreak that comes with an awning channel to fix to your caravans awning rail and pack into a small holdall. The fabric used to construct these windbreaks is the 150D Polyester.

**Specification**

- Material, Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop Polyester
- Poles & Pegs, Steel
- Colour Ivory/Graphite & Blue/Graphite
- Net Weight 3.65kg (approx)
The Compactalite Pro Integra 250 has all the features of the larger models including an optional zip on annexe with 2 skylights in the roof and two front panels both of which can be used veranda style on those sunnier days. The front panels can be zipped down and tucked into storage pockets sewn inside the main body of the awning and the side panels can be zipped out completely to give you a canopy style effect.

**Specification**
- Material, Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop Polyester walls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 23kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Liteweave Carpet LW250
- Inner tent

**Advanced Features**
- Designed to fit all caravans with an awning rail height from 235cm to 250cm

**Footprint Measurements**
- 250cm

The Compactalite Pro Integra 250 is a revolution in lightweight awnings, giving you the stability of a full awning, but is one of the quickest and easy to erect. The Integra Roof Pole System is revolutionary, the pole goes from outside to in for increased stability, and can be adjusted on uneven ground for a perfect pitch. Featuring 300 Denier Acrylix Double Ripstop fabric, rear pad poles and Endurance Storm Straps for increased stability.
The Compactalite Pro Integra 325, a fantastic lightweight awning, slightly smaller and ideal for couples touring. The Integra RPS stability bar system allows super easy pitching, total stability and durability with 3 skylights in the roof, a central doorway in the front that can be rolled back and panels either side that can be used veranda style or zipped down and tucked into storage pockets sewn inside the main awning body. The side panels can be zipped out completely giving a canopy style effect on those sunnier days.

**Specification**
- Material, Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop Polyester walls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 27kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Liteweave Carpet LW320
- Roof Pole POL225

**Advanced Features**
- Material, Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop Polyester walls
- Poles, Fibreglass/Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 27kg (approx)

**The Compactalite Pro Integra Annexe** comes complete with an inner tent suitable for sleeping 2 people and is detachable if you want to use the annexe for storage. The annexe can be fitted to the complete integra range and an additional annexe can be purchased if you want to fit an annexe to both sides of your awning.
The Compactalite Pro Integra 375 Hex is the ultimate in lightweight awnings. The 280cm depth gives the living area the feeling of exceptional space, plenty of room for your table and chairs and the 375cm width is big enough to accommodate most caravan layouts without going over a window. There are 3 skylights and three front panels, the side panels can be folded down veranda style or zipped down and tucked into a storage pocket sewn into the inside of the awning and the centre panel can be rolled up or put out as a canopy (canopy poles optional extra) The hex shaped front and colour way gives this awning a contemporary look that would compliment any caravan and get you noticed on site.

**Specification**

- Material, New Acrylix 300 Double Ripstop Polyester.
- Poles, Steel
- Zip in blinds
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Rear Pad Poles
- Matching draught Skirt
- Height range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 29kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**

- Liteweave Carpet LW376

**Advanced Features**

- Designed to fit all caravans with an awning rail height from 235cm to 250cm
The New York is a traditional, heavy duty porch, featuring a durable 220g acrylic coated polyester fabric, with heavy duty 400g pvc wipe clean mudwall, to ensure great performance, feel and durability. The New York Porch has the ability to attach an annexe and comes complete with either new Zetec Quick Lock steel frame or exclusive Carbon-lite technology, which is corrosion free and extremely light weight.

**Specification**

- One piece PVC roof – no seams in roof.
- Fly screen fitted
- Internal Mudwall
- Five doors in total
- Two removable panels
- One side can take optional annexe.
- Stability straps included.
- Zip up curtains.
- Rear Pads for increased protection.
- No screwing to caravan as wheel cover is attached using Velcro.
- Upright pole ladders to ensure tension of canvas is consistent.
- Pegging toggles using “bungy” elastic giving better flexibility and are easy to replace.
- All zips covered to give extra protection.
- Draught skirt provided.
- Double thickness in corners and centre of roof.
- 220g Polyester fabric.
- Full 250cm deep x 300cm wide awning.
- Choice of steel or Carbon-lite framework.
- Printed PVC roof material.
- Colour (Anthracite/Mercury)
- Bracket pads included.

**Optional Extras**

- Optional Annexes
- Optional LITEWEAVE
- Available with Carbon-lite pole option.
The Tech Canopy is a great canopy with a difference, protective side walls protect from the elements. Further protection from the elements is provided by the 5000 Double Ripstop fabric and the Endurance Storm Straps give added stability. Quick to erect and available in 3 different heights, this canopy is incredibly versatile.

**Specification**

- Material, New Acrylix 150 Double Ripstop Polyester.
- Steel poles & pegs
- Colour, Charcoal/Grey/Silver
- Net weight, 7.7kg (approx)
- Endurance Straps included
- Valise included

**Height Range**

- Tech-Canopy 200  - 180cm - 220cm
- Tech-Canopy 250  - 220cm - 250cm
- Tech Canopy 300  - 240cm - 270cm

**Advanced Features**

**TECH-CANOPY 250**

- Designed to fit caravans and motorhomes from 220cm to 250cm high

**TECH-CANOPY 200**

- Designed to fit small to medium sized campers and motorhomes from 180cm to 220cm high

**TECH-CANOPY 300**

- Designed to fit coachbuilt motorhomes from 240cm to 270cm high

**Footprint Measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height Range</th>
<th>150cm</th>
<th>180cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tech-Canopy 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech-Canopy 250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech Canopy 300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**www.outdoor-revolution.com**
The **Movelite Pro Midi Classic** is born from success of the original Movelite range. An upgrade in the fabric and technology will make this range the staple for any discerning campervan or motorhome user. This range of driveaways give great additional usable space and has the benefit of being able to zip an optional annexe on either (or both) sides. Ideal for smaller motor homes/campervans; this awning is also designed to attach to vans with sliding doors and 4x4’s. The Movelite Pro Midi Classic also features shaped poles for increased headroom.

### Footprint Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>300cm</th>
<th>240cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>290cm</td>
<td>300cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Optional Extras

- Annexe (Page 10) - Liteweave Carpet
- Driveway Guidance Strips
- Matching Windbreak
- Carpet - Inner Tent

### Advanced Features

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit the **Movelite Pro Midi Classic**. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the clip in groundsheets against sticks, sharp stones and mud.

**Easi Canopi**

The **Easi Canopi** is a lightweight, simple to erect canopy to attach to either caravan awning channel or wind-out awnings. The front poles are sectional swaged steel so they can be disassembled to pack up small and lightweight. The front also has a ridge pole to offer greater stability. The canopy fabric is 190T Polyester for greater durability.

### Specification

- Polyester PU3000mm, FR
- Poles, Steel poles
- Pegs, steel pegs
- Height Range, 190cm to 250cm
- Colour, Blue/B&W
- Net weight, 5kg (approx)
This easy to erect Movelite Pro XL has evolved from the success of the previous original Movelite range. An upgrade in the fabric and technology will make this range the staple for any discerning campervan or motorhome user. This range offers great additional, usable space. This compact and versatile awning has a zip front door and two full side doors and the option of a zip on annexe on either (or both) sides.

**Specification**
- Material, New Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop Polyester.
- Poles, Zinex Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Tent Height 230cm
- Rear Adjustable Height range, 240-290cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 20kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Annexe (Shown bottom right)
- Liteweave Carpet
- Carpet
- Driveway Guidance Strips
- Matching Windbreak
- Inner Tent

**Advanced Features**

**Footprint Measurements**

The Movelite Pro Annexe is designed to zip on either side of the new Movelite Pro Range. The matching colours will make an attractive and useful edition to the Movelite awning. A roomy 2 person sleeping inner tent is also included.

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit the Movelite Pro XL Classic. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the clip in groundsheet against sticks, sharp stones and mud.
The **Movelite Pro Maxi Classic** is the largest of the Movelite range, with a footprint of 3.5m by 3m. The 2 pole construction makes this awning quick and easy to erect. The awning can be secured to the motorhome by simply strapping down over the roof or using an optional Outdoor Revolution drive-away fixing kit. This awning also has maximum space utilisation.

**Specification**

- Material, New Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop Polyester.
- Poles, Zinex Steel
- Pegs, Steel/Plastic
- Tent Height 230cm
- Rear Adjustable Height range, 240-290cm
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 26kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**

- Annex (Shown on Page 10)
- Liteweave Carpet
- Carpet
- Driveway Guidance Strips
- Matching Windbreak
- Inner Tent

**Advanced Features**

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit the **Movelite Pro Maxi Classic**. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the clip in groundsheet against sticks, sharp stones and mud.
Valley Lodge Drive Away

The Valley Lodge is our fantastic traditional style drive away awning with all the features you need to have an amazing holiday. The Valley Lodge is one of the biggest in its class having a floor area of 3.8m wide by 2.5m deep and with this size of living area you should be sure to fully enjoy your holiday experience. Also with the option of a Tall Annexe that can be used for storage or sleeping (inner tent is an optional extra) it gives you more space and makes this awning even more versatile and appealing. All windows come with zipped curtains for extra privacy and the side windows also have full mesh panels for extra ventilation on those sunnier days. Complete with 220gsm polyester, steel frame and storm straps it makes the Valley Lodge the most substantial Motorhome awning in the marketplace. The Valley Lodge comes complete with removable pegging points which should make replacing any damaged pegging points a simple task (replacements should be available for purchase either from your dealer or contact us) Available in anthracite and mercury colourway it will be sure to compliment any motorhome.

The Valley Lodge is the largest Motor Home awning available on the uk market, another first for Outdoor Revolution. With a floor area of 3.8m wide x 2.5m deep together with an Annexe you can create a huge light and airy living space for the family, packed with features, a superb quality awning at a value for money price.

Optional Extras
- Optional Annexes
- Optional LITEWEAVE

Tall Annexe

The Tall Annexe compliments the traditional range of awnings by simply zipping into one of the side panels. Having two large windows and zipped curtains for extra privacy it can be used for sleeping (inner tent optional extra), a play area for the kids or simply for that little bit of extra storage room. The Tall Annexe is so versatile, your holiday would not be the same without it. Compatible with New Hampshire, New England, New York and Valley Lodge & including some discontinued models.
The **Movelite Pro Carbon Midi** is ideal for smaller motor homes and van conversions, with a tunnel height range of 190cm to 240cm and a floor area of 3mtr by 2.4mtr this is the smallest in the Pro Carbon range.

The Pro Carbon Range is the ultimate in quality and innovation. Using Revtex 5000dr and our revolutionary Carbon-lite frame it makes the Pro Carbon range not just one of the strongest drive away awnings in the market place but also one of the lightest and quickest to erect, the Revtex 5000dr gives you the strength and versatility to be able to use the drive away awning on most types of holidays and short breaks. Whilst the Carbon-lite frame is not only quick to erect, it also gives you a lightweight frame without compromising on strength or durability. The front canopy gives you protection over the front door and either (or both) side panels can be removed if you wish to add an optional annexe for either an extra bedroom or simply storage. The front panel can be rolled back to give you an open plan space and the connection tunnel at the rear not only has skylights but it also gives you ample access to your van and can be used as an extra storage area. The internal bath tub groundsheet keeps out draughts and rain within the awning and the pole structure gives maximum living area ideal for those longer holidays.

**Specification / Advanced Features**

- Material, 150d double ripstop polyester
- Pole, Carbon-Lite Carbon Fibre
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 190cm-240cm
- Colour, Graphite / Reflective
- Net weight, 20kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**

- Zip on Annexe, OR12210
- Inner Tent, OR1156
- Windbreak, WB12670
- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Pole and Clamp Kit, POL230

The **Movelite Pro Carbon Midi** is a premium driveaway awning for the discerning motorhome enthusiast; quality fabrics & **Carbon-Lite** frame ensures extreme durability and strength.

**Simply the best!**
The Cayman Snapper is a fantastic “weekender” or “drive-away” awning. This lightweight awning is ideal for storage space or more than ample to provide a compact living space for a couple of adults. It could also provide key space in which you could keep bikes, surf boards or wet weather gear. This awning has a large front door which can also be used as a canopy and offers maximum headroom due to shaped poles, whilst the sewn in groundsheets protects from the elements. Available in a choice of Chilli, Lime and Blue colourways.

**Specification**

- Acrylix waterproof technology
- Material, 68D 190T Polyester
- 120g/m² Groundsheet
- Poles, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 180-240cms
- Choice of 3 modern colours
- Net Weight, 10.5kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**

- Drive Away Kit OR531 / 532
- Canopy poles POL210
- Driveway runway strips OR13400
- Footprint Groundsheet

**Advanced Features**

- Sewn In Groundsheet

**Footprint Measurements**

- Front
- Height: 250cm
- Width: 250cm

**Videos Plus More Info Online**
The **Movelite Cayman** drive away awning may be at a budget price but still has the fantastic quality and features of the Outdoor Revolution Brand. The Cayman has a back tunnel height range of 180cm to 240cm, ideal for campervans and van conversions. Also incorporated is a sewn in groundsheet, which should be ideal for those damper days. The two side doors can be rolled back and the front panel rolled up to give the awning a gazebo like feel. The top vent gives extra ventilation on warmer days. The floor area of 3m x 2.8m makes the Movelite Cayman an ideal place for dining or simply as extra storage.

**Advanced Features**

The **Movelite Cayman**... Originally a new addition to the 2012 range, now our number one seller, top performing, value for money driveaway... **Performance way beyond its price!**
The Cayman XL is the high top version of the best selling Cayman but designed to fit taller motor homes or campervans. This awning maintains the same features, including a sewn in groundsheet, two side doors and a large front door, which can be used as a canopy. The top vent provides greater ventilation. The Cayman XL is an ideal “weekender” or “drive-away” awning and is ideal for storage or living space for a couple of adults, at a superb budget price.

**Advanced Features**

**SEWN IN GROUNDSHEET**

The Movelite Cayman XL, introduced in 2013 after requests by customers and as ever - Outdoor Revolution deliver!

A high top driveaway version of the now iconic Movelite Cayman.

**Specification**

- Acrylix waterproof technology
- Material: 68D Polyester
- Poles: Fibreglass
- 120g/m² Groundsheet
- Pegs: Steel
- Tent Height: 220cm
- Height Range: 240-290cms
- Colour: Blue/Black
- Net Weight: 11.7kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**

- Driveaway Kit OR531/OR532
- Pole/Clamp Set POL230
- Canopy Poles POL210
- Driveaway runway strips OR13400

Designed to fit all motorhomes from 240cm to 290cm high

More details of all products online - www.outdoor-revolution.com
The Cayman XLF is a great addition to the Cayman range, designed to fit taller motor homes or campervans. The main body of the awning is on the standard Cayman, with the addition of a sewn on annexe, which is ideal for sleeping 2 people or storage space. This awning provides maximum headroom due to shaped poles and includes a sewn in groundsheet for protection from the elements.

**Advanced Features**

The Movelite Cayman XLF is a great addition to the Cayman range. The main body of the awning is based on the standard Cayman with the addition of a sewn on annexe with inner included...

**Ideal for sleeping or storage space!**
Welcome the new Cayman Tail, our latest edition to the range. Designed and produced by Outdoor Revolution to our exacting standards for the ever increasing customer wanting rear end compatibility. Fits a host of VW campers, but is so versatile will fit various vans, mpvs, mini vans and 4 x 4’s. The rear tunnel/cowl is elasticated and designed to fit snugly over tailgates or twin doors with all the other features measuring up to the same standard as the now best selling Cayman, including a sealed sewn in tough groundsheet.

**Specification**
- Acrylix waterproof technology
- Material, 68D Polyester
- Poles, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 180-240cms
- Colour, Blue/Black
- Net Weight, 10.35kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Canopy Poles POL210
- Driveway Runway Strips OR13400
- Footprint groundsheet

**Advanced Features**
- **SEWN IN GROUNDSHEET**

The Cayman Tail ... brand new for last year, requested by our consumers to fit on the rear of smaller campervans.

Easy to erect and use and fantastic value!

Visit our website to see if it will fit on to your vehicle.

www.outdoor-revolution.com
Our superb Navigator Klassic is designed by ourselves to accommodate the discerning camper owner with Zinex poles and our newly designed front porch system it certainly stands out from the crowd. Total versatility with the front porch gives extra entrance or cooking area or simply storing wet or dirty gear. Lots of living space and complete with a bedroom for guests if required. A more compact version than the Kombi using the same original side tunnel system with a super strong and extremely durable sewn in groundsheet for mud and bug free days and nights. Our trade buyers loved it and one retailer said ‘This is exactly what the active campervan owner requires, you guys have done it again and the price is spot on’. Check the features video online and don’t forget the Navigator Classic comes with reflective driveway strips...

**Advanced Features**
- Acrylix waterproof technology
- Material, 68D Polyester
- Pole, Steel
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 180cm-210cm
- Colour, Ivory / Graphite
- Net weight, 30.1kg (approx)
- Includes driveway runway strips

**Optional Extras**
- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Canopy Poles, POL210
- Footprint groundsheet

**Footprint Measurements**
- Front 340cm x 70cm x 210cm
- Height = 220cm

**Versatile Porch System**

The Navigator Klassic is a fantastic value addition to our range with Zinex poles and an exclusive front porch system which can be used for pets, gear storage or toilet compartment etc...
The Navigator Kombi is the industry standard for a quality campervan driveway awning fully capable of taking a busy family and giving cavernous space inside yet remaining easy and efficient to use whilst touring. The front door can be made into a canopy with extra windows, sewn in groundsheets for full weather protection and a full four person inner tent, you won't require any more! Now including the driveway strips.

**Specification**

- Acrylix waterproof technology
- Material, 68D Polyester
- Pole, Fibreglass
- Pegs, Steel
- Height Range, 180cm-210cm
- Colour, Ivory / Graphite
- Net weight, 23.15kg (approx)
- Includes driveway runway strips

**Optional Extras**

- Drive Away Kit, ORS531/532
- Canopy Poles, POL210
- Footprint groundsheets

**Advanced Features**

The Navigator Kombi is a large family, easy to erect driveway awning that will fit snugly on the side of your camper, great space for your leisure time pleasure...
The Navigator Kombi EX incorporates a large front canopy ideal for sitting under. Flat front with window and windows on the side doors for more light. The same side tunnel is deployed on both models, making it quick and easy to both drive away and drive up to with the new driveway strips included then it’s as easy as can be. The now trusted design is simplicity to erect and very stable in difficult conditions. Incorporating a four person bedroom inner with divider (supplied), this fits in the rear of the awning for additional guests or without for simply cavernous living and storage area. With a full sewn in groundsheet keeping warm air in and cold air out along with a complete seal against water and mud it will compliment any camper.

**Advanced Features**

- Designed to fit Small to medium sized Campervans & motorhomes from 180cm to 210cm high
- Spacious, sleek & modern!

**Footer Information**

- More details of all product online

---

**Footprint Measurements**

- Front: 190cm x 130cm
- Height: 180cm
- Width: 210cm
- Depth: 180cm
- Weight: 27.5kg (approx)

---

**Optional Extras**

- Drive Away Kit, OR531/532
- Canopy Poles, POL210
- Footprint groundsheet

---

**Navigator Kombi EX**

The Navigator Kombi EX is the largest of our campervan leisure range of driveaway awnings. A large front canopy completes this model range with an even more impressive family awning. Spacious, sleek & modern!
Outdoor Revolution Windbreaks are now a caravanning, camping & beach essential, helping people to get more from their holiday by avoiding the wind and minimising the disruption that wind can cause especially at meal times; there is nothing like eating outdoors. The innovative & lightweight design of the Eclipse makes it the perfect choice for the beach, great for children whilst playing in the sand or just for lounging around.

The Universal Annexe is suitable for most awnings with a detachable side panel (any depth) and fits through straps connecting to the existing poles of your awning, rather than connecting through the zip. This makes it a secure and watertight fit and ensures the annexe will fit to any awning on the market now comes in the 210 denier Revtex fabric in a neutral stone colour. The universal annexe comes complete with a two person inner tent.

The Outhouse Double is a hugely versatile utility, toilet or simple storage tent. Even at this price we are using the revtex 3000 performance fabric. It is incredibly easy to erect and has great head height due to the pre bent poles. The Outhouse contains a hook at the top for hanging of a light or solar shower and the front of the Outhouse has a Pocket to store toilet roll. It has fully taped seams making it fully waterproof. The Outhouse is one of the fastest selling utility tents in the UK.
**Outhouse XL**

The **Outhouse XL** is the largest utility tent in the Outdoor Revolution range. Complete with all the features of the double Outhouse including groundsheet, fluorescent guy lines and interior storage pocket, with the added benefit of more outdoor cover. Canopy poles are sold separately.

**Outhouse XL Handi**

The **Outhouse XL Handi** is our best budget seller, quick, economical, easy and with multiple applications this product is ideal for simple cover whilst touring. The back system has awning channel which can be slid into awning rail or attached to a wind-out awning via a compatible Outdoor Revolution Drive away kit. Complete with all the features of the Double Outhouse including groundsheet, fluorescent guy lines and interior storage pocket, with the added benefit of more outdoor cover. Extra ventilation on both side for cooking. Canopy poles are sold separately. See features video online.

### Specification

**Material**: 68D 190T Polyester
- Pole: Fibreglass
- Pegs: Steel
- Colour: Black / Silver / Burgundy
- Net weight: 4.5kg (approx)

**Height**: 215cm

**Footprint Measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>200cm</th>
<th>200cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height = 215cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Height Range**: 180cm to 240cm

**Colour**: Black / Silver / Burgundy

**Net weight**: 4.7kg (approx)

**Footprint Measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>200cm</th>
<th>70cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height = 215cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Designed to fit Small to medium sized Campervans & motorhomes from 180cm to 240cm high**

See features video online.
Outdoor Revolution have produced a quality range of affordable awning and camping carpet. Fully breathable and flame retardant, TREADLITE is an extremely well made premium product. TREADLITE is rot proof, fully breathable, UV resistant, flame retardant, difficult to damage, re-useable, low cost, fully eyeleted and allowed on all camp sites.

- Allows grass to breathe & prevents insects coming through.
- Rot proof, washable, flame retardant, UV resistant.
- Non-slip and easy to clean, close weave finish.
- Fully hemmed with large pegging eyelets.
- Strong and breathable.

**Carbon-Lite Frame Technology...**

Outdoor Revolution have developed a carbon frame for our range of new wave awnings, two years in development, these frames represent the highest quality of carbon wrap technology for strong, lightweight, flexible and corrosion resistant awning frames. Tested rigorously for the UK market, the Carbon-lite frame is lightweight and easy to use; using various diameter poles this creates an excellent frame system. Modular in design so that all parts are replaceable for a long extended life span and outstanding performance. A true quality investment for the enhancement of your caravanning experience.

**Benefits**
- Very strong
- Durable
- Lightweight
- Modular design
- Enhances the look of the awning from the interior.
- Easy to use & erect
- Flexible
- Corrosion resistant
**Driveway Guidance Strip**

Two highly visible fluorescent yellow reflective strips which can be pegged on the ground and designed to help guide your campervan precisely up against your driveway awning.

- Reflective for night use
- Heavy duty PVC for durability
- Keeps your pitch safe from others when off site
- Eyelleted for secure pegging down
- Includes pegs

**I-Lite LED Awning Lighting**

- **I-Lite LED Lighting System**
  - **FITABLE LED Illumination Technology**
  - **I-Lite** is a safe & effective flexible illumination system for awnings & tents with a million & one other uses where safe, waterproof illumination is essential.

**Specification**

- **Power** - 4.8W
- **Current** - 0.4A - 400mA
- **IP67 rated**
- **Linear separable LED strip on flexible printed circuit board with self-adhesive backing**
- **Waterproof features the light for outdoor or underwater**
- **Each unit of 3 LEDs can be cut out at regular segments without damaging the rest ribbon.**
- **Working voltage** - 12V DC
- **The ribbon is as flexible that it can be shaped and bent to achieve 90° angle, even barrel roll.**
- **Dimmable LED strip lighting: Dimming can be achieved by using our single color LED strip dimmer, sold separately.**
- **IP67 total waterproof function for exterior applications.**
- **Operating temperature** - 25 to 60°C
- **Storage temperature** - -25 to 80°C

**Driveway Guideance Strip**

- **Reflective for night use**
- **Heavy duty PVC for durability**
- **Keeps your pitch safe from others when off site**
- **Eyelleted for secure pegging down**
- **Includes pegs**

**I-Lite LED Awning Lighting**

- **I-Lite LED Lighting System**
  - **FITABLE LED Illumination Technology**
  - **I-Lite** is a safe & effective flexible illumination system for awnings & tents with a million & one other uses where safe, waterproof illumination is essential.

**Specification**

- **Power** - 4.8W
- **Current** - 0.4A - 400mA
- **IP67 rated**
- **Linear separable LED strip on flexible printed circuit board with self-adhesive backing**
- **Waterproof features the light for outdoor or underwater**
- **Each unit of 3 LEDs can be cut out at regular segments without damaging the rest ribbon.**
- **Working voltage** - 12V DC
- **The ribbon is as flexible that it can be shaped and bent to achieve 90° angle, even barrel roll.**
- **Dimmable LED strip lighting: Dimming can be achieved by using our single color LED strip dimmer, sold separately.**
- **IP67 total waterproof function for exterior applications.**
- **Operating temperature** - 25 to 60°C
- **Storage temperature** - -25 to 80°C

**2014 Feature Guide - Key to Icons**

**Sunpro - UV**

Outdoor Revolution have developed a weatherproof and ultra-lightweight covering which has been specially treated to repel water. This greatly enhances the performance, durability and lifetime of the fabric awn products. In real time it can extend the performance of the fabric up to 3 times the lifetime of untreated fabrics. Sunpro UV has been rigorously tested by our users and now a seasonal addition to most of our range. No other manufacturers offer this kind of performance at this price. A first for Outdoor Revolution. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!! Another reason to choose an Outdoor Revolution product.

**Stability bar system - SBS**

Developed exclusively for our Outdoor Revolution range of products, this new system really makes its additional strength, performance enhancing properties and durability. No other lightweight awning manufacturer has this system. SBS massively increases the tension and the performance of the product in high winds, keeping the awning completely rigid and stable. Simple effective and strong. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!! Another reason to buy an Outdoor Revolution product.

**Vertex vent system - VVS**

Outdoor Revolution spend a lot of time developing new and efficient systems and air and condensation is a major consideration. At Outdoor Revolution we always place considerable importance on venting systems. Our products have more vents than our competitors and we have further developed the Vertex Vent System (VVS) to remove heat through the product, making a more pleasant environment, reducing condensation and further reducing any lingering smell in the awning. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Endurance storm strip system - ESS**

Outdoor Revolution have further developed our revolutionary storm strip system. Designed at the brand conception, the new Endurance system further enhances the performance of difficult weather conditions. It is designed not only to hold the fabric but also strips around the pole to securely hold the whole product safely and efficiently to the ground in all conditions. In a suspension with other exclusive products the stability bar system makes for an unbelievably strong, capable and efficient system. Another reason to choose an Outdoor Revolution product. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Zinc - ZCF**

New from Outdoor Revolution our upgraded premium pole system. Zine is a newly developed, high quality coated pole system, exclusive again from Outdoor Revolution, further enhancing the quality and durability for our products and keeping us firmly in the front of our industry in terms of quality, value and durability. Another reason to choose Outdoor Revolution above everyone else. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITION!!

**Integra - IFS**

Our very patent pending exclusive Integra IPS system has taken our lightweight products to new heights. The press are also raving about it, meaning this is something special!! Developed again as first from the team at Outdoor Revolution, it simply has all the ease and lightness you need, whilst giving you the adjustability and flexibility that a full awning requires. Simply thread the poles from the outside then across the awning from the inside. Genius!! This is available for the first time in our brand new range of driveways, hence the name. Totally new, this is our most exciting development here at Outdoor Revolution for some years. The ultimate in ease and performance. Another reason to choose an Outdoor Revolution product. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Oxygen air frame**

Another outstanding first from Outdoor Revolution, we have developed the first oxygen air frame. Ultra lightweight, using low pressure tubes for creating stable structures make it suitable for any situation. Durable, comfortable and affordable from our consumer. Constructed only by the highest grade fabrics and materials, this system, tested rigorously for two seasons, is the future in lightweight quick to erect awnings or driveways. Quality finish and superb value for money. See the video online and be amazed how simple this is!! They say the simple ideas are the best!! Another reason to choose Outdoor Revolution!!

**Carbon-lite**

Now in its third year on the market, the fantastic Carbon-lite goes from strength to strength. It’s a lightweight ultra strong frame system that you require then look no further. Huge performance comes from this carbon system; not just lightweight and strong but we have 10,000’s of products out in the field now using our registered Carbon-lite and other lightweight systems. At Outdoor Revolution our mission is to sell only the highest performing products on the market. If it’s a luxury camping carpet that you require then look no further than our Liteweave. Incredibly strong, rot proof, fully breathable, flame retardant, ecological as made from recycled plastics, jet washable and allowed on all sites. A premium and durable product in every sense of the word. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!! Another reason to choose an Outdoor Revolution product.!! NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Acrylix**

Another outstanding first from Outdoor Revolution our upgraded premium pole system. Zine is a newly developed, high quality coated pole system, exclusive again from Outdoor Revolution, further enhancing the quality and durability for our products and keeping us firmly in the front of our industry in terms of quality, value and durability. Another reason to choose Outdoor Revolution above everyone else. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Dynamic speed valve - DSV**

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit individual awning footprints. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the sewn in groundsheet and a clear gain in every sense of the word. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Footprint**

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit individual awning footprints. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the sewn in groundsheet against sticks, sharp stones and mud.

**Dynamic speed valve - DSV**

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit individual awning footprints. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the sewn in groundsheet and a clear gain in every sense of the word. NOT AVAILABLE FROM OUR COMPETITORS!!

**Footprint**

A bespoke waterproof P/E groundsheet with eyelets specifically cut to suit individual awning footprints. This is an ideal protection for the bottom of the sewn in groundsheet against sticks, sharp stones and mud.